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OVERVIEW
This document serves as a proactive investigation into a possible lighting-related liability in hazardous
locations. As technology moves forward with super-high brightness LEDs and fixtures, it’s worthwhile to
look into the safety standards for ignition of flammable gasses due to optical radiation.
A potential equipment hazard could be
integrating enhanced technology LEDs
with higher lumen output (but the same
part number) the same fixture and the
same power for the LED’s with existing
IEC, CSA, or UL approvals may offer the
benefit of enhanced brightness as the
same LEDs are now brighter, but it may
increase the potential of an explosion if
the photometric power exceeds a certain
threshold. This dynamic may go
unnoticed by hazardous location luminaire manufacturers and their certifying bodies as technology
changes so fast.
Furthermore, CSA and UL do not test to this specification for hazardous locations, but IEC has done
complied a document recently.
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Research Benchmark & References:
IEC 60079-28:2006, 1st edition Risk of ignition by radiation from optical equipment
This standard contains requirements for optical radiation in the wavelength range from 380 nm to 10
μm and identifiess 5mW/mm2 as a maximum brightness. It covers the following ignition mechanisms:

• optical radiation is absorbed by surfaces or particles, causing them to heat up and, under
certain circumstances, this may allow them to attain a temperature which will ignite a
surrounding explosive atmosphere;
• direct laser induced breakdown of the gas at the focus of a strong beam, producing plasma
and a shock wave both eventually acting as the ignition source. These processes can be
supported by a solid material close to the breakdown point.

Discussion:
In particular any concentration of light can heat up a surface or particles. Brightness (or power) limit is
5mW/mm2 which is one design consideration is that when Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) fail if they are
overloaded by excessive power in fault conditions. The failure characteristic of certain optical sources
can be used for the necessary power limiting in case of a fault.
As a benchmark reference, the maximum intensity of sunlight at ground level (directly overhead, no
smog, etc.) = 1 kW/m2 or 1 mW/mm2. That said, it would be noteworthy to consider if using water
bottles (that focus sunlight) onsite could be considered an explosive issue but are currently outside our
investigation.
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Nemalux Fixture Analysis:
Based on this document, any fixtures we make would be large enough to be in the upper size range
where the max power is 5mW/mm2. For a Nemalux XCANLED sized fixture (5” diameter, or 12,668mm2)
that works out to a max optical power of 63.3W evenly distributed across the window. This means that
for Zone 0, Zone 1, and Zone2, the max drive power we can use in an XCAN size fixture is around 190W
(assuming 33% of LED power is converted to light out), or else the light output could be sufficient to
cause an explosion (the most frequent ignition source, in this case, seems to be debris or absorbing
materials landing on the lens or in the beam path).
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•

The max optical flux will be at the surface of the TIR lens

•

The optical flux may not be uniform across the surface of the lens but by the time it passes
through the window any hot spots should have evened out (This is a somewhat questionable
assumption, would need to do more modeling to define it better to account for actual beam
profile – probably an extra couple hours work)

•

Radiometric efficiency is 33% (what I previously measured for a cool while XML at 113lm/W
efficacy, should be slightly better than what the Nemalux XCAN or RS LEDs will be operated at)

•

All optical power passes within the FWHM cone (a conservative estimate)

Conclusion:
The evolution and continual changes of LED technology are difficult to regulate. Nemalux should remain
proactive and vigilant with our consideration of possible optical sources of ignition. It would be easy,
with a focussed beam, width to exceed the max power of 5mW/mm2
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